Good day all. We cherish a world that isn’t real. It seems real, all the worldly things and experiences, but they come and go like a series of pictures projected onto a movie screen ~ and before we know it that movie we are watching is a movie of the past and feels like it is just a dream. And the truth is it IS a dream — a collective dream dreamed up by the minds of God’s children who have distanced themselves from God. We try to make sense of the dream, and wonder how we came to be in the dream, and struggle to keep our selves safe in a dream that is filled with the sounds of monsters. Everywhere we look there seems to be another sound of the monsters’ calling, and we batten down the hatches and do all we can to lock our selves away from the monsters’ wrath. Like in the ‘land of the lost’ in the valley of the dinosaurs, we must be on guard day and night to flee and hide from the dinosaurs’ wrath. And so in this movie of shadows ~ the Valley of the Shadow of Death ~ we are shadowed by death at every corner, that threatens to kill our mind, our soul-body and our spirit.

We fear the worst because the worst abounds in the silent calling of death. But the death we fear of the physical body is no match for the death of the spirit, which is our pulling away from the Spirit of Christ; is no match for the death of the mind, which is our pulling away from the Mind of Christ; and is no match for the death of the soul-body, which is our pulling away from the singular and unified Body of Christ. Terror abounds in the shadows. Peace abounds in the light. But that light can only stream forth into our hearts in the Spirit, and in the Mind, and in the Body of Christ. The Christ is the Son or the Singular Creation of the Father Creator of our origin. And He beckons us all to heed the call to make Way for the Unity Sonship. In this Way we see the light, beyond all shadows, and know we are a shadow until we embrace our Christed state, that is beyond all shadows of darkness. It is the reality of all that We are, a singular Body of unified Spirit that is beyond all forms subject to decay. It is a Body that is not subject to the wrath of time, or to the monsters of peril that echo across this land. Wake up o child of the Most High, for you are the wanderer in the valley of the shadow of death, and your Father beckons you to move beyond this land, beyond this landscape of shadows. You are the divine spark that was given the light of God, and He calls upon you now to receive that light. Don’t shut it out amidst the valley of shadows that block out the light, for the light is behind every shadow of darkness, if only you will turn on the light. O glorious Father of light, I reach for that light, I am that light ~ which is a unification of the Spirit, and the Mind and the Body of Christ. I radiate that light into the valley of shadows, for it needs that light for those who are lost in the land of the lost. Be my guiding rod and echo the calling of the God of the Most High through my every breath, through my every sentiment, and shut out all monsters that are calling.

Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.